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Open End Belt Sandpapering Machine
(AcE)

CONSTRUCTION.
THE MAIN COLUMNS are solid cored
castings of robust construction, each
made in one piece with overh.anging arms
to allow material of any length to be
sanded. Both columns are mounted on a
heavy base and a box section bridge gives
rigidity to the two overhanging arms. The
right or main column carries the driving
pulleys, or when electrically driven the
motor, aiso the fan, exhaust ducting and
sanding drum. The left column carries an
idler pulley.

THE TABLE has a lateral traveiling
motion so that any part of the work cañ
be quickly brought under the sand belt.
This table is built up of wooden lags on a
steel and iron frame. It travels on special
type totally-enclosed ball bearings running
on steel runways, and needs little effort on
the part of the operator in manipulating
it. A handle for operating the lateral
motion runs along thè front-of the table,
and when working deep built-up work an
auxiliary handle can be fitted, as shown
by Fig. 2. The table is mounted between
the planed slides on each column, and has
vertical movement by a conveniently-
placed handwheel through chain and
spiral gears, to regulate the distance
between its surface and the sand belt for
varying thickness of work.

THE SAND BELT PULLEYS are all
mounted on steei spindles revolving in
ball bearings.

A SPRING LOADED JOCKEY
PULLEY, which is used for tracking and
tensioning the sanding belt, is mounted on
the bridge member casting connecting the
main columns. Both the adjustments can
be made quickly and accurately by means
of liandwheels.

A HOPPER for coilecting dust is frxed
on the right-hand column with a door for
convenience in changing the sand beits,
and is connected by ducting to an exhaust
fan which is also mounted on the same
column forming one unit. The fan is
driven from the main driving spindle.

THE SAND BELT. Over the top side
of the belt is stretched a piece of flexible
materiai, so that in applying pressure the
pad does not come in contact with the
travelling belt. We supply a lever pad
arrangement as shown in Figs. I and 2,
which runs on ball-bearing rollers and is
provided with a counterbalance weight.
The pad runs the full length of the ta6ie.

BELT DRM. When the machine is
belt driven, fast and loose pulleys and
beit-shifting gear aie supplied. The loose
pulley revolves on ball bearings and the
belt-shifting gear is placed conveniently in
front of the machine.

ELECTRICALLY-DRIVEN
MACHINE. The machine can be driven
as shown in Figs. I and 2 by a Standard
Industrial Motor when the supply is
suitable.
We shall be pleased to quote for the
machine electrically driven on receipt of
particulars of the electrical supply.

A TURNTABLE can be supplied, fitted
in the centre of the table upon which the
work can be turned round, enabling it to
be sanded with the grain in any direction.

DUST COLLECTING. \\'e can supply
a_unit for collecting the dust, consisting
o[ a top chamber where the dust enteró
and passes down fìlter tubes to a bottom
chamber which is frtted with a door to
give access for clearing.

PRINCIPAL FEATURES.
Swan neck columns enabling work of any length to be sanded.
The table in its lowest position will sand built-up work 27-in. deep.
Table rises and falls between planed slides on each coiumn.
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Fig. f. Showing Electrically-driven Machine.

Open End Belt Sandpapering Machine (AGE)
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